Oasis Pool Rules
1.) All patrons must comply with the directions and signals of the lifeguards and/or the pool
manager.
2.) Personnel must rinse off in the shower prior to entering the pool.
3.) No persons with sores, skin diseases, or bandages will be permitted in the pool.
4.) Spitting, urinating, or otherwise contaminating the pool or walkways is prohibited.
5.) Eating in the pool is prohibited.
6.) Alcohol is prohibited except in the case of private events.
7.) Glass containers are prohibited at all times.
8.) No smoking within the pool area.
9.) No pets are allowed in the pool area. (A guide dog escort is permitted. Also, working dogs
accompanied by handlers will be permitted in the swimming pool areas as required.)
10.) Boisterous or rough play is not permitted in the pool area.
11.) No diving or flipping into the pool in any areas.
12.) Only U.S. Coast Guard approved life jackets are authorized.
13.) Non-swimmers are permitted in the shallow area only.
14.) Climbing on lifeguard towers or using lifesaving equipment for other than emergency use is
strictly prohibited.
15.) Running is not permitted in pool area.
16.) No touching, or hanging on the basketball rim.

Slide Rules
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

All youth patrons must first pass the swim test to use slides closest to the guard shack.
Only one person at a time on slide.
At no time will a patron enter the slide area without a lifeguard present.
Only one patron on slide steps at a time.
Patrons will be advised to not swim in front of slides to prevent any accidental injuries from
riders.
6.) No floatation devices are allowed on slides.
7.) Riders can only enter feet first through the slide.

Splash Pad Rules
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Splash Pad area is intended for youth patrons.
Parent or Guardian must be present with child in splash pad area.
Be alert of falling water from buckets, sprayers, and water cannons.
Running is NOT permitted in splash pad area.
CAUTION: Floor is slippery.

